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In the wake of ongoing rush of new upcoming residential projects of Gurgaon, the IREO Gurgaon
project which is going to be launched by the well famed IREO Group, has already gained a lot of
coverage and appreciation over there. This was long expected, because this project is going to
provided all of us a whole new sense of grand living life style that will be replete with all the comforts
and luxuries of living in the lap of nature. The project which is going to be launched by this group
over there has been named as the IREO Gurgaon Hills.

This project is being constructed as 3,4 and 5 BHK of duplex and penthouse apartments, the
construction of which is being done at Gwal Pahari region of Gurgaon. The Golf Course Extension
Road is located at a small distance away from here. The IREO Gurgaon Hills project has been
equipped with all the basic amenities of living such as round the clock water supply, exceptional
power back up and fool-proof security systems all around including card access systems.

The infrastructure of this project involves 3, 4 and 5 BHK apartments as well as penthouses which
will be categorized as a township residential project. Being a township project, the project will offer
you some of the town like features with it so that you need not have to look here and there in search
of the most basic requirements. These features are being offered in the form of schools, clubs,
shopping malls, halls, etc. which come exclusively with this project. The project is going to be
elegantly designed with great interior decorations, as the walls of the rooms are being painted with
emulsion paints and the use of ceramic tiles in the walls definitely increases the innate beauty of the
apartments.

Each apartment in Ireo Gurgaon Hills will be truly air-conditioned and comes equipped with modular
kitchen and the best of light fittings and ultra-modern bathrooms. The apartments have doubly
spacious drawing rooms, covered pathways, gazebos and lots of other exclusive amenities like an
ultra-modern health club and an infinity rooftop pool exclusively for residents that matches
international standards. Each tower has a huge spacious lobby of over 4000 sq. ft. with high speed
lifts. Each floor has only two apartments giving you the option of complete privacy and the
exclusiveness you desire. The basic price per sq. ft. is Rs. 7950 for the first fifty flats after which
there will be resale which will start immediately. It is best to invest right away in IREO Gurgaon Hills
without any worries as there is an expected appreciation of 20-30% of prices in the property.

If you have ever dreamt of having a commanding lifestyle full of all the comforts and luxuries of
living by being on the top of the world, then the IREO Group has launched its IREO Gurgaon Hills
project just to turn your dreams, into reality. Finally you can immerse yourself in luxuries without
keeping yourself away from the natureâ€™s lap.
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